
 

2021 NZSCA 1/24th Scale National 8-hour Enduro 
Wellington Slot Car Club 

Saturday 13th March 2021 

March 13th saw the annual NZSCA Enduro kick off with a new “distance based” approach to qualifying – 
each of the three drivers from the six teams drove for 30 seconds and TQ went to the team with the 
greatest distance travelled – a system that rewards staying on! 

First heat of eight and Rainbow pulled out a handy 17 lap lead over WOT, with Westslot and Palmy just a lap 
apart in third and fourth. By the end of heat two Rainbow had 62 laps over Palmy with WOT one lap further 
behind. Was WOT’s “strategic” decision to run early on Purple and Black going to prove wise or foolish? 

With two of their drivers having not been on the eight-lane track before, Westslot were struggling to keep 
pace, and an over-gripped car was proving unpredictable.  

Ticket to Ride were very happy with their car which Darren McLeod had set up for them, but their 5 thou 
bodies which Ivan described as “rice paper” repeatedly collapsed – an ongoing issue for them throughout 
the race. 

After four heats the shape of the race was 
established. Rainbow remained in control 
after running Purple and Black, with a 36-lap 
lead over WOT, with another 41 laps to Palmy 
in third. Westslot spent a lot of time in the 
pits, having a frustrating time... Tire wear was 
less than expected, and incidents had been 
minimal. 

Just at the end of heat six there was an 
incident that may have proved pivotal to the 
final result: Palmy and WOT came off 
together and locked chassis, both losing 



around twenty laps as the two cars were carefully prised apart. WOT’s chances of catching Rainbow (to 
repeat last year’s last heat cliff hanger) looked gone. Rainbow led by 64 laps, and Team Sideways, who had 
been performing consistently all day, had moved up to third place ahead of Palmy. 

Team Sideways were driving a car generously prepared by Eben Brand, which seemed to get quicker all day, 
and ended up fully wearing out only two pairs of tires, with a third pair fitted for just the last 20 minutes of 
the race. 

Going into the last two heats, Rainbow remained in control with 
WOT working hard to reel them in. In the final heat the gap 
narrowed from 49 to just 19 laps, but Rainbow held on for a well-
judged victory.  

Notably, the 4002 motors lasted really well with many teams 
going faster at the end of the race (much better than several 
years ago when teams were changing 4002 motors quite early in 
the enduro).  

Last word from the winning team: “Incident free race, TQ’d and led from the start, didn’t take the body off, 
same braids, and very little brush wear – ran the whole race with the chassis inadvertently taped together!” 

 

 

 

 

 

Next Event 

New Zealand Slot Car Association 
2021 RTR Nationals 

Henderson Miniature Motor Racing Club 
Rangeview Road, Sunnyvale, Auckland 

Friday 21st to Sunday 23rd May 2021 
 


